Ferromagnetic integration of semiconductor materials is a research hotspot in the field of materials science, and it provides an effective way for the preparation of new functional devices involving spins such as communication and information processing devices.^[@ref1]^ Among the reported dilute magnetic semiconductors,^[@ref2]−[@ref5]^ two-dimensional (2D) materials are considered a promising functional material because of their special structure and electronic properties.^[@ref6]^ In particular, carbon-based 2D materials represented by graphene, which contains only s/p electrons, have a long spin lifetime^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ and weak spin--orbital interaction,^[@ref9]^ indicating attractive prospects in organic magnets^[@ref10]^ and spintronics.^[@ref11]^ However, practical applications require simultaneous manipulation of semiconductor and magnetic properties.^[@ref12]^ Obtaining graphene-based magnetic semiconductors by electric field control or edge modification has led to various additional efforts to achieve the band gap opening in graphene. Compared with graphene, graphdiyne (GDY), a rapidly developing 2D carbon material,^[@ref13]^ has emerged as one of the most promising candidates for carbon electronic devices^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ due to its inherent direct band gap,^[@ref16]−[@ref18]^ high mobility,^[@ref19]^ and simple preparation methods.^[@ref20]^ The unique structural characteristics of graphdiyne make it easy to be chemically modified, which endows it the possibility to induce magnetic order. Early studies have shown that graphdiyne demonstrates significant paramagnetic characteristics.^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ These indicate that if graphdiyne materials can be given ferromagnetic order, the application potential of 2D carbon materials in the semiconductor field can be expanded.

Chemical modification^[@ref23]^ and material design^[@ref24]^ have long been considered to be effective approaches to introduce a ferromagnetic order. Although chemical element doping including nitrogen,^[@ref25]^ sulfur,^[@ref26]^ or ferrum^[@ref27]^ can introduce local magnetic moments to achieve ferromagnetism in 2D materials, it also leads to the suppression of semiconductivity, such as through the band gap reduction. A fluorination strategy has recently been demonstrated to possess a unique influence on the intrinsic properties of 2D materials, which can lead to simultaneously improved magnetic^[@ref28]^ and carrier transport properties.^[@ref29]^ Taking fluorinated graphene as an example, not only have experimental pieces of evidence of colossal negative magnetoresistance^[@ref30]^ and spin-flip scattering^[@ref31]^ been discovered, but it has also been shown to display higher stability and wide-gap semiconducting characteristics,^[@ref32]^ demonstrating the great application potential of fluorination in preparing functionalized carbon materials. Fluorination even converts an electrically insulated h-BN to a magnetic semiconductor combining room-temperature ferromagnetism and improved charge distribution.^[@ref33]^ However, we have to recognize that traditional fluorination methods have shortcomings. For example, fluorine atoms adsorbed on the carbon matrix tend to form clusters, so that each F atom contributes only 1/1000th of a Bohr magneton,^[@ref34]^ which severely limits the introduction of local magnetic moments. Similarly, inhomogeneity also exists despite the fact that wet chemistry-based fluorine dopings can introduce magnetic centers.^[@ref35]^ It is equally crucial for carbon material semiconductors to acquire means to achieve ferromagnetism through chemical modification, while retaining their structure and energy band characteristics. Benefiting from the unique coupling preparation method of graphdiyne, we have conceived an atomic-scale uniformly doping/substitution method using a monomer design strategy, which has been reported in our previous study,^[@ref36]−[@ref38]^ providing an ideal candidate for exploring ferromagnetic graphdiyne. Moreover, revealing the explicit difference between various doping elements on the intrinsic magnetic properties of graphdiyne is also critical to its potential applications in nanoelectronic devices.

In this study, we present a series of 2D carbon materials with magnetic semiconductor properties, i.e., uniformly distributed heteroatom-modified graphdiyne, including H-substituted, F-substituted, and Cl-substituted graphdiyne (HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY) films. By strictly controlling the identical synthetic strategy and only altering the precursor's structure, we created an atom-level doped graphdiyne-based carbon material to deeply explore the influence of H, F, and Cl elements on its intrinsic magnetic and electronic properties. Unlike the paramagnetism in HsGDY and ClsGDY, a robust ferromagnetic order in FsGDY below 16 K has been successfully observed due to the unique electronegativity of fluorine, exhibiting a distinct influence of heteroatom modification. Spin-polarized DFT calculations illustrate that the magnetic order of FsGDY is closely related to the enhanced charge transfer compared with HsGDY and ClsGDY, which is further confirmed by electronic transport measurements. These results indicate that selective chemical modification based on element features could enable a ferromagnetic semiconductor and provide guidance for magnetic modulations in 2D carbon materials. On this basis, we utilized the FsGDY film to assemble a high-performance thin-film FET device with a mobility of up to 320 cm^2^ V^--1^ s^--1^, which allows the coexistence of spin and charge in 2D carbon materials with a simple self-assembly strategy.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Hydrogen-, fluorine-, and chlorine-modified graphdiynes (hereinafter to be referred as HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY, respectively) were obtained by a facile strategy to attain precise atomic doping, which is depicted schematically on [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. During the synthesis, the reaction conditions are controlled to be consistent so as to reduce the influence of defects or disorders generated under different conditions on the graphdiyne structure and properties. The critical step in the synthesis process is the preparation of reactive precursors, and the specific synthetic route for these three materials is portrayed in [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf). Typical structural schematics and formulas are demonstrated in [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf), respectively, showing that the substituted atoms have different electronegativities and atomic radii. After etching the copper, we found that all of these films demonstrate good film-forming properties, as the corresponding optical photographs show in the insets.

![Sketched synthetic route of HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY. Insets are optical photographs of corresponding films after etching copper foil.](oc0c00348_0001){#fig1}

[Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c shows the structural characterizations including Raman and XPS of HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY, respectively. The Raman spectra of HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY all show the characteristic peaks at 1360, 1567, and 2162 cm^--1^, corresponding to structural defects, vibrational modes, and acetylenic linkages (---C≡C---C≡C---).^[@ref39]^ Here, the relative intensities of D and G peaks are used to characterize the content of defects.^[@ref40]^ For our three samples, the *I*~D~/*I*~G~ ratios are all around 0.7, indicating that there are a relatively small number of defects. Moreover, the change of *I*~D~/*I*~G~ ratio with doped elements is not obvious, suggesting that the amount of defects in different samples is not much different. The overall chemical composition of these samples characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can be used to determine the bonding situation and average element contents including carbon and other introduced elements ([Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). The existence of the O 1s peak may be attributed to the absorbed air in the porous carbon network^[@ref41]^ as well as the possible oxidation of the terminal alkyne in graphdiyne. In particular, an obvious F 2p peak and Cl 2p peak are observed for FsGDY and ClsGDY, respectively ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), suggesting the efficient introduction of fluorine or chlorine into graphdiyne. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c shows a high-resolution C 1s spectrum of HsGDY, which can be resolved into four characteristic peaks representing C≡C (sp), C---C (sp^2^), C---O, and C=O bonds.^[@ref42]^ For FsGDY and ClsGDY, besides these four essential peaks, another characteristic peak attributed to the C---F bond (286.1 eV) and C---Cl (286.3 eV) bond can be simulated, confirming the introduction of fluorine and chlorine atoms. To further identify the electronic structure and local atomic arrangements of the heteroatom-modified graphdiyne, synchrotron radiation XANES (X-ray absorption near edge structure) measurements were performed. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d,e demonstrates the C K-edge XANES spectra of HsGDY and FsGDY, and three main characteristic peaks can be assigned to the π\* excitation of aromatic carbon--carbon bonds, the π\* excitation of C≡C bonds, and the σ\* excitation of carbon---carbon bonds, respectively.^[@ref43]^ For HsGDY, a remarkable feature at 288.89 eV can be attributed to the sp^3^ hybridized states arising from oxygenated functional groups such as carboxylate,^[@ref43]^ and the covered peak at 287.5 eV can be assigned to C---H resonance.^[@ref44]^ For FsGDY, besides the oxygenated functional resonance, another signature peak of C=C---F is observed. Meanwhile, the fluorine spectrum shown in the inset of [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e also confirms the presence of a C---F bond,^[@ref45]^ indicating the effective fluorination on the benzene ring.

![(a) Raman spectra of HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY. Inset is the *I*~D~/*I*~G~ ratio. (b) Fluorine peak of FsGDY and chlorine peak of ClsGDY measured in XPS spectra. (c) High-resolution C 1s XPS spectra of HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY. (d) C K-edge XANES spectrum of HsGDY. (e) C K-edge XANES spectrum of FsGDY. Inset is the F K-edge XANES spectrum. TEM and high-resolution TEM images of HsGDY (f), FsGDY (g), and ClsGDY (h).](oc0c00348_0002){#fig2}

As for the morphology features of HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images can be used to verify the uniform surface with slightly different textures ([Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). Subsequent elemental analysis indicated that carbon and doped fluorine and chlorine atoms are uniformly distributed ([Figures S5--S8](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). High-resolution SEM images are used to evaluate the different agglomerate states ([Figures S9--S11](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)): for HsGDY and ClsGDY, the particles tend to form a textured microstructure with obvious polyporous characteristics, while for FsGDY the particles are easy to reunite to form a denser morphology due to the cluster characteristics of F atoms among different flakes. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}f--h are used to further demonstrate the continuous and uniform microstructures with layered stacking features for all of these three materials. Using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) as shown in the corresponding illustrations, we found that the corresponding interlayer spacings for HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY are 3.74, 3.71, and 3.76 Å, respectively, which is marked by arrows.^[@ref46]^ A small difference in spacing indicates that the layered structural characteristics have not changed significantly with different element modification, because the synthetic routes of these three materials are similar except the different reaction monomer.

For investigating the magnetic properties of the chemical-substituted graphdiyne, the magnetization characteristics of those materials measured with different temperatures ranging from 300 to 2 K are shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. From the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility (χ--*T*) curves ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c), we can see that both the HsGDY and ClsGDY display the typical paramagnetic properties in the whole temperature range, which can be well described by the Curie law. For FsGDY, a typical bifurcation between the field cooled (FC) magnetization and zero field cooled (ZFC) magnetization can be observed below 16 K, suggesting the appearance of ferromagnetic order. In order to obtain quantitative magnetic moment characteristics, we also measured the magnetization curves at 2 K, which is shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d--f. For HsGDY and ClsGDY, as the magnetic field increases, the magnetization increases quickly and eventually tends to saturate because of the arrangement of almost all spins along the orientation of the magnetic field, verifying the paramagnetic properties. Herein the variation of magnetization can be accurately described by the Brillouin function as follows:^[@ref47]^, *x* = *gJμ*~B~*H*/*k*~B~*T*, where *M*~s~ is the saturation magnetization, *μ*~B~ is the Bohr magneton, *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, *g* is the g-factor, and *J* is the angular momentum quantum number. As shown by solid red lines, both the experimental data of HsGDY and ClsGDY can be fitted better using *g* = 2, *J* = 1/2 compared with that using *g* = 2, *J* = 1, suggesting that the magnetism originates from the electronic magnetic moment without any coupling effect between different spins. Besides, the obtained *M*~s~ values of HsGDY and ClsGDY measured at 2 K are 3.67 and 6.06 emu/g, respectively, which is almost an order of magnitude higher than the value of pristine graphdiyne ([Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)),^[@ref21]^ indicating that chemical modification on the benzene ring of graphdiyne can be used as an effective method to introduce local magnetic moments. As for FsGDY, a typical ferromagnetic hysteresis can be observed, and the remanent magnetization *M*~r~ as well as coercive field *H*~c~ are 1.01 emu/g and 2400 Oe, respectively, which is much higher than that obtained in doped graphene or even diluted magnetic semiconductors, suggesting a robust ferromagnetic spin ordering with strong remanence retention characteristics ([Figure S12](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)) as well as the potential application in carbon-based magnets. On this basis, we further measured the magnetization curve of FsGDY in detail, which is shown in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}g. For *T* \< *T*~c~, with the decrease of temperature, the ferromagnetic hysteresis increases gradually, which results in the enhancement of both *M*~r~ and *H*~c~. As for *T* \> *T*~c~, the magnetization curve displays a monotonous increase with the magnetic field; in particular, at high temperature the *M*--*H* curve demonstrates a linear dependence of applied magnetic field, further confirming the paramagnetic characteristic above *T*~c~.

![Typical *χ*--*T* curves of HsGDY (a), FsGDY (b), and ClsGDY (c) with the applied magnetic field *H* = 2000 Oe. Red lines correspond to the fitting by Curie law. The *M--T* curves of FsGDY are measured by zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC), respectively. *M*--*H* curves of HsGDY (d), FsGDY (e), and ClsGDY (f) measured at 2 K, respectively. The solid and dashed lines are Brillouin fits to the paramagnetic magnetization curves with *J* = 1/2 and *J* = 1, respectively. (g) Hysteresis loops of the FsGDY sample measured at various temperatures.](oc0c00348_0003){#fig3}

In order to further clarify the regulation of graphdiyne's magnetic properties by a molecular design strategy, we compared the saturation magnetic moments of three samples with the electronegativity of the corresponding modified elements, as presented in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. It is obvious that the saturation magnetic moment is closely related to the electronegativity of the particular element. This is mainly due to the fact the enhancement of the electronegativity of the modified element in carbon materials can introduce an enhanced local magnetic moment,^[@ref37]^ which confirms that the fluorine element is beneficial to inducing ferromagnetism in graphdiyne. Next, we extracted the temperature-dependent *M*~r~ and *H*~c~ values from magnetization curves, as [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b delineated, and found that both the *M*~r~ and *H*~c~ show a sharp increase with decreasing temperatures, further verifying the robust ferromagnetic ordering.

![(a) Variation of *M*~s~ and electronegativity in graphdiyne substituted by different elements. (b) Temperature dependence of the coercivity *H*~c~ and the remanent magnetization *M*~r~. (c) DFT simulation model and calculated electronic cloud distribution for FsGDY, showing the origin of ferromagnetism. (d) Corresponding spin-resolved DOS of HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY with oxygenated functional groups.](oc0c00348_0004){#fig4}

To gain insight into the origin of magnetic order in heteroatom-substituted graphdiyne, spin-polarized density functional theoretical calculations were performed. Taking FsGDY as an example, the calculation results with an idealized defect-free unit cell indicate an intrinsic band gap of 2 eV; meanwhile no local magnetism can be obtained from the symmetric DOS diagram ([Figure S13](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). If even a single monomer is missing during the film formation process, the local magnetic moment would not be introduced further ([Figure S14](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). Thus, in this condition we must consider the contribution of the lattice defect such as terminal alkyne oxidation, which is demonstrated in the previous report^[@ref37]^ and has also been revealed in the XPS and XANES measurement mentioned above. The electron cloud distribution represented by FsGDY is shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c, while the electronic cloud distribution of the other two materials can be found in the Supporting Information ([Figures S15 and S16](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). All the calculated DOS results shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d display unsymmetrical spin-up and spin-down states, suggesting that an indisputable local magnetic moment is induced in the heteroatom-substituted graphdiyne. The calculated local magnetic moment value of each unit cell using the simulation model pictured in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c is about 1 μ~B~, proving the importance of oxygenated functional groups in inducing local magnetic moments. The spin-polarized electron cloud distributions indicate a significant charge transfer on the alkyne chain. Based on Bader charge analysis, we can obtain the charge transfer among the heteroatom and C atoms, as summarized in [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf). Compared with the results of the nondefective model, the electron transfer number does not change much after considering the defects, especially for FsGDY, revealing the dominant role of doping in electron transfer. On the other hand, the influence of different doped elements on electron transfer number varies significantly, and fluorine modification can lead to the most charge transfer (0.62 e), promoting a significantly enhanced carrier transport throughout the whole carbon matrix. As for the influence of the defect, it mainly contributes to the induced local magnetic moment. Thus, on the intrinsic paramagnetic background, the spins easily form ferromagnetic couplings by a Ruderman--Kittel--Kasuya--Yosida (RKKY)-like^[@ref14]^ interaction through conduction electrons, which is similar to that reported in graphene,^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ resulting in the appearance of long-range ferromagnetic ordering.^[@ref50]^ Besides, to clarify the influence of different elements on the intrinsic electromagnetic properties of graphdiyne, the same calculations for oxygenated GDY and bromine-substituted GDY (BrsGDY) are also performed ([Figures S17 and S18](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). Though the calculated local magnetic moments and DOS are similar to that of our synthesized substituted graphdiyne, the charge transfer caused by the carboxylate or Br atom is still much inferior to that in FsGDY ([Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). Hereby, we can not only confirm that the long-range magnetic order in this kind of material system originates from the RKKY-like interaction but also reveal the uniqueness of fluorine modification; that is, the optimized conductivity enhances the probability of coupling through conduction electrons. These results provide strategies for subsequent optimization of such 2D carbon materials.

Inspired by the unique influence of the fluorine atoms on band structure and charge transfer of graphdiyne in theory, we further investigated the semiconducting properties of FsGDY based on a UV--vis absorption spectrum and conductivity measurement. Given the improved electrical properties of atomic-scale fluorine-substituted graphdiyne films, we can design a series of different devices, namely, flexible devices, and the schematic structure is schematically illustrated in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a. When using SiO~2~(300 nm)/Si substrates, we fabricated the back-gated FsGDY field-effect transistor (FET) after transferring pristine films ([Figure S19](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). The UV--vis absorption spectrum of the raw FsGDY film used in FET fabrication ([Figure S20](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)) demonstrates the absence of exciton peaks, indicating uniform introduction of light element due to the special monomer design strategy, which is different from the inhomogeneities introduced by wet chemical doping. The calculated element-dependent energy band gap via the Kubelka--Munk transformation^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ demonstrates a band gap of 1.54 eV for FsGDY. Compared with the band gap of HsGDY and ClsGDY ([Figure S20](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)), FsGDY has the highest band gap value, which is beneficial for semiconductor devices based on wide band gaps. On the other hand, all these materials still maintain a moderate band gap greater than 1 eV, eliminating the band gap suppression caused by conventional chemical doping in graphdiyne materials.^[@ref54]^ Conjointly, the measured conductive *I*--*V* curve of FsGDY on the copper sheet is also plotted in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, and we can henceforth obtain the conductivity value as 6.10 × 10^--3^ S m^--1^. For HsGDY and ClsGDY, the conductivity values are 0.89 × 10^--3^ and 1.97 × 10^--3^ S m^--1^ ([Figure S21](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)), verifying the significant modification by fluorine for carrier transport in graphdiyne. Based on the transfer curve of FsGDY FET shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, an FsGDY mobility of up to 320 cm^2^ V^--1^ s^--2^ can be obtained. We subsequently adopted the high-capacitance ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMIm TFSI) as the top dielectric layer to more effectively induce carriers in the channel layer. As displayed in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, the FsGDY structure has larger pores compared with the pristine graphdiyne, rendering the ion dielectric layer's modulation easy to implement. After applying the source-drain voltage *V*~sd~ = 1 V and after a short period of stabilization ([Figure S22](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)), we obtained a transfer curve as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c. The measured on-state current *I*~on~ and switch ratio *I*~on~/*I*~off~ values were 2.4 mA and nearly 10^4^, respectively, demonstrating a remarkable application potential in practical transistors compared with the traditional graphdiyne FET devices.

![(a) Schematic diagram of the flexible FET device based on FsGDY film using ionic liquid as the gate. Transfer curves of FsGDY FET fabricated on SiO~2~/Si substrate with (b) SiO~2~ as gate and (c) ionic liquid as gate, respectively. (d) Temperature-dependent resistivity curve of flexible FsGDY. (e) Magnetoresistance of flexible FsGDY measured at 200 K.](oc0c00348_0005){#fig5}

Considering the widespread application of functionalized graphdiyne,^[@ref55]−[@ref57]^ we also designed a flexible electronic prototype device based on FsGDY films. Using a flexible PET substrate, we assembled a bendable magnetoresistive prototype device, as depicted in the left of [Figure S23](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf). This device's temperature-dependent resistivity is revealed in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d, and more convincing pieces of evidence of the semiconductor nature of FsGDY can be given by the increased resistivity with decreasing temperatures. Albeit the ionic liquid is covered on this device (as shown in [Figure S23](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)), a flexible transistor having excellent transfer characteristics can still be obtained ([Figure S24](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). More importantly, the magnetotransport measurement performed at 200 K exhibits a negative magnetoresistance (MR) of approximately −8%, as pictured in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}e, indicating the existence of local magnetic moments. When a magnetic field is applied, more spins are aligned, and thus, the spin scattering is reduced, eventually resulting in the decrease of resistance.^[@ref58]^ Compared with conventional ferromagnetic materials, the structural flexibility of FsGDY enables its use in wearable devices. Up to now, the promising application of such a ferromagnetic semiconductor in future multifunctional or spintronic devices makes us verify the important role of precise chemical modification in physical property control of graphdiyne, which may open up a novel method to design 2D functional materials.

Conclusion {#sec3}
==========

To conclude, we have developed a precursor predesigned strategy to prepare precise hydrogen-, fluorine-, and chlorine-substituted graphdiyne-based nanocarbon materials. Characterizations of structure and morphology have shown that the HsGDY, FsGDY, and ClsGDY are well obtained with sp and sp^2^ hybridization carbon and substituted light atoms homogeneously distributed. Considerable magnetic ordering and enhanced carrier transport properties have been confirmed in both experiments and spin-polarized theory calculations, which shows a close correlation with electronegativity. Among those materials, FsGDY exhibits robust ferromagnetism and a high mobility of up to 320 cm^2^ V^--1^ s^--1^, hence achieving the coexistence of ferromagnetism and semiconductivity. Taking advantage of the exceptional film-forming and electromagnetic properties in FsGDY film, we also fabricated a flexible prototype device and realized a negative magnetoresistance effect of 8%. Considering the accurate, low-cost, and feasible elements modification strategies and device fabrication nanotechnologies, we expect the future application of those 2D carbon materials to be in spintronics such as magnetoresistive random access memory and magnetic switching.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

Synthesis of Chemically Modified Graphdiyne {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------------

The molecular self-assembly methods on pure copper substrate with special precursor design are used to achieve precise doping of graphdiyne. HsGDY and ClsGDY films were prepared by synthesizing two different precursors (the raw materials are the commercial tribromophenyl and 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene, respectively) and then the coupling reaction on the surface of the copper sheet according to the previous study,^[@ref39]^ as sketched in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. To synthesize FsGDY, we use 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene as the initial raw material to obtain the reactive precursor by bromination with bromine. A large-area FsGDY film on the copper foil was realized by a coupling reaction with reference to the polymerization process of HsGDY and ClsGDY. Then, the large-area HsGDY, ClsGDY, and FsGDY films were severally collected by a series of treatments including corroding copper with the newly prepared hydrochloric acid, purifying with deionized water and acetone, and vacuum desiccation. The above process of copper removal and cleaning is repeated several times in a clean environment to exclude metal or magnetic impurities. The collected membrane flakes were carefully ground into uniform powders in an agate mortar to facilitate the magnetic measurement. All sample masses were accurately weighed using high-precision electronic balances with 0.01 mg resolution.

Fabrication of the FsGDY Transistor and Flexible Devices {#sec4.2}
--------------------------------------------------------

The raw FsGDY film grown on copper foil was placed in a newly prepared hydrochloric acid solution to etch away copper. Subsequently, the film was transferred to ultrapure water and then transferred onto the SiO~2~/Si substrate, which demonstrates an average thickness of 750 nm ([Figure S25](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.0c00348/suppl_file/oc0c00348_si_001.pdf)). Ag electrodes were deposited with a metallic shadow mask to fabricate the back-gated Ag/F-GDY/SiO~2~/Si FET device. A droplet of ion liquid was dropped onto the film surface, and one of the Ag electrodes was used as the ionic liquid gate. For the flexible FsGDY prototype device, we (i) first deposited the interdigital Ag electrode on the PET substrate, and (ii) then transferred a piece of FsGDY film onto the substrate. (iii) After the FsGDY film is dried, we coated the ionic liquid dielectric layer as the gate.

Characterization and Measurement {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------

The structural features of Hs-, Fs-, and ClsGDY were analyzed by using Raman spectra (NT-MDT NTEGRA Spectra system). The X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, ULVAC-PHI) was carried out to investigate the specific chemical component and bonding environment. Morphological characteristics were measured using a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-4800 FESEM). Magnetization characteristics were measured by a vibrating sample magnetometer (PPMS VSM, Quantum Design) in the temperature range from 2 to 300 K. *I*--*V* and transistor measurements were carried out by using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley 4200 SC) at room temperature. The mobility μ is calculated according to the following formula: μ = \[d*I*/d*V*~g~\]·\[*L*/(*WC*~g~*V*~ds~)\].^[@ref59]^ As for the electrical resistance and magnetoresistance properties of the flexible FsGDY film, they are measured using the transport component of the physical property measurement system (PPMS, Quantum Design).

First-Principles Calculations {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------

Spin-polarized DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). Electron--nuclear interactions were described by the projector augmented wave (PAW) method. The Perdew--Burke--Ernzerhof (PBE) function was used to describe the exchange-correlation energy. The plane-wave cutoff was set to 500 eV, and the geometries were optimized with all forces less than 0.01 eV Å^--1^. Different types of structural models were constructed with experimental information.
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